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L’Harmonie des Vins 

"Eclectic Quartier Cafe"

L’Harmonie des Vins finds itself in the heart of the city's 2nd

arrondissement and welcomes wine connoisseurs with a collection that is

sure to appease even the most difficult to please. Exposed stone walls

offset with wooden accents and cozy booths create a rustic 17th-century

inspired setting to enjoy its fine wines and delectable chow. The cellar-like

appearance sets the right cue for visitors, as Harmonie has about 300

labels on offer, while it also serves up toothsome tapas, cheese and cold

cut platters and other savory assortments to nibble on.

 +33 4 7298 8559  www.harmoniedesvins.fr/  9 Rue Neuve, Lyon
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La Cave d'à Côté 

"Rustic Hidden Wine Bar"

This utterly romantic bar on a quiet street in the city is one of its best-kept

secrets. Cozy and charming in its rustic, cellar-like space, the bar serves

excellent choices of wines both by glass and by bottle. A charcuterie plate

with assorted cheeses beautifully complements and completes this

enchanting French ritual. The intimate seating is ideal for romantic night

outs, replete with flickering candles and magical street views.

 +33 4 7828 3146  0619194243@wanadoo.fr  7 Rue Pleney, Lyon
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Autour d’un Verre 

"Tapas With Fine Wines"

Equal parts tapas restaurant and wine bar, Autour d’un Verre is a fine spot

to grab some early evening drinks in the bustling Croix-Rousse

neighborhood. The space is intimate and cozy, with an adjacent vaulted

stone cellar that can easily accommodate large groups. While you feast on

their selection of tapas and delicious gourmet sandwiches, an automatic

wine-dispenser treats you to several wine options. A few tables are also

arranged on the sidewalk for the summer.

 +33 9 7038 2671  www.autourd1verre.fr/  29 Rue Longue, Lyon
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Burgundy Lounge 

"Modern French Affair"

A refined dining atmosphere, complete with wooden-plank ceilings, floor-

to-ceiling windows, plush dining booths and dazzling lamps welcome

diners at Burgundy Lounge. The cozy spot pays a special ode to

Burgundy's fine wines, with a number of specialty wines procured from

the famous wine-growing region featuring on its menu. Burgundy's food

menu is a true gastronomist's delight, with head chef Axel Ruga cooking

up traditional French staples like those toothsome truffles and foie gras.
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With ingredients sourced from the local city market, one gets to dig into

signature French gourmet fare and wash down those hearty portions with

topnotch wines served both by bottle and glass.

 +33 4 7204 0451  www.burgundylounge.fr/  info@burgundylounge.fr  24 Quai Saint-Antoine, Lyon
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Wee-Ann Bar 

"Wine Lover's Paradise"

If there's one thing the French love with a good meal it's a fine wine, and

Wee-Ann Bar treats you to some of the finest there is in the city. Chic yet

lively with a touch of sophistication, the mood in here is perfect for a laid-

back meal. Featuring an exquisite collection of wines from around the

world, customers can choose which wine would go best with the meal or

the occasion. If you aren't sure of what to choose, the knowledgeable staff

is more than willing to suggest one for you. While the wine might be

outstanding, the small plate meals and tapas served here can, in no way,

be ignored.

 +33 4 7241 7645  wee-an@orange.fr  7 Rue de la Part-Dieu, Lyon
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Aromo 

"Oenophile's Mecca"

This trendy wine bar will have oenophiles swooning, with its

comprehensive collection that includes wines from Chile, Argentina,

Hungary, Spain, Italy and France. The space is bathed in bold hues, with

flickering lights and cozy nooks that lend it a romantic feel. Aromo also

enjoys an atmospheric vibe on occasion, with weekly jazz and blues

nights, as well as art exhibitions that are held here. To nosh on, pick from

a good variety of cheese and charcuterie boards.

 +33 4 7869 0735  www.aromo-lyon.com/fr/  contact@aromo-lyon.com  15 rue Montesquieu, Lyon
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